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Abstract

Over the last years the world has become more mobile and younger generations, primarily

between 25 and 40 years old, are changing apartment more often.

As it is well known, moving is painful and sometimes represents a big challenge when people

have to worry about furniture. This process is generally associated with a notable waste of time,

and almost always with an implicit huge cost. Furnishing an entire 1-bedroom apartment

costs, on average, around €7,000 and the logistics behind the process might be problematic.

As it has been showed by other industries, the world is experiencing a shift from products to

services. In recent years we have witnessed a constant evolution of different business models

that have converted many of the elements of our daily lives from a product to a subscription

such as cars, movies or music.

Profiting from this new trend, newnest wants to offer a furniture subscription model to tackle

the problems associated with the process of moving to a new apartment. Users will able to

rent the furniture they need for an affordable price without having to worry about logistics.

When they no longer need the items, newnest recovers the furniture and refurbishes it to give it

a second life and empower circular economy. Customers will no longer need to worry about

what to do with the furniture when they move out.

Current solutions such as IKEA only tackle the problem associated with the high upfront cost

by offering low quality furniture with a short life cycle. However, this solution is not really

sustainable since it generates a lot of waste and a huge environmental problem.

Newnest will target big cities such as Barcelona, London, Paris, etc., where the activity is,

where people move more. To start its activity, the company will focus on Barcelona, where the

furniture market had a revenue in 2019 of more than €400M. We estimated that within our

target age range there are 1.22M people, 54% of which are actually renting an apartment.

The current situation with the COVID-19 pandemic presents a challenge for many startups,

including newnest. As market uncertainty increases, investors become more reluctant. In this

context we will evaluate our work for the last 6 months and discuss what could be the next

steps to follow in these unprecedented times.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Just 15 years ago the concept of subscription was practically exclusive for magazines and

newspapers and it was not present in our day-to-day life. However, in recent years we have

experienced a constant evolution of this business model that has converted many of the

elements of our daily lives from a product to a subscription.

The need to implement new technologies, rapid system changes and to manage flexible

financial commitments to meet competitiveness objectives is forcing companies more and

more to adopt working methods and environments that allow them to gain in efficiency.

But the economy of subscription has much deeper roots than we might imagine, both because

of its origins and because of all the types of products and services it touches. According to IT

experts, good times are ahead for ’as a service’ (’aaS’) business models, since pay-per-use and

scalability are two of the key advantages that this model offers over traditional ones.

Whatever we call them -SaaS, PaaS, ...-, As a Service marketing models are successful among

companies. They are a consequence of the world we live in, where changes that used to take

years or decades now happen in months and, moreover, in less and less predictable ways. This

forces companies to have the minimum financial commitments and the most flexible systems

available, as may be the case with Cloud services.

Consequently, it makes less sense to amortize the value of technology investments for cor-

porations, or even goods for end customers. As a Service models also give companies and

individuals the flexibility they need to benefit from new technologies, since they eliminate

updating costs.

What is the reason for the success of the subscription models and others with similar charac-

teristics? Two concepts stand out above all others: flexibility and freedom. On the one hand,

economic flexibility, since you can adjust the services you desire to your particular budget

and it allows you to increase or decrease the level of service according to your changing needs
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Chapter 1. Introduction

(or your company’s). On the other hand, freedom of integration and access. These types of

services are hosted in the cloud, so they are accessible from any device, at any time and in any

place.

Any subscription model is based on finding a purchase pattern that is repetitive and regular.

Our research on this new business model arises from the interest in deeply understanding why

there has been a notable increase in the implementation of “as a Service” models from the

companies perspectives and the growing number of subscriptions that end customers request.

More specifically, our project focuses on a subscription model for furniture and household

appliances for individuals, since home is always one of the most important pillars for people

and it is often not given enough importance.

Acquiring furniture for a home, whether rented or owned, is generally associated with con-

siderable economic expense. More and more, younger generations do not want to commit

this huge expense and opt for a shorter and more flexible solution such as subscription. We

observed already this behaviour in numerous occasions, such as in the automotive industry,

where car leasing is today the preferred option for many customers, or for online services such

as music or online streaming. The trend is not to buy anymore, but rather to be subscribed to

the immediacy of a product.

This paper presents the methodology followed in our project newnest, where we propose a rent-

to-own subscription model around higher quality furniture than cheap retailers. Customers

are able to rent for a monthly fee all the items they desire while all the related services such as

transport or assembly are included. When they no longer need the furniture, newnest recovers

the items, refurbishes them and gives them a second life to empower circular economy.

Profiting from our large network in our home town, we would be focusing at the beginning in

Barcelona, Spain, where a deep analysis on the potential market was performed.

The paper will cover from the early stages of the projects until the implementation. It will go

through the analysis of the existing need of such service, the dissatisfactions and discomforts

that people face when furnishing their own apartments, the value proposition, a minimum

viable product (MVP) and finally the implementation and future perspectives.

To understand properly people’s dissatisfactions we performed several interviews with dif-

ferent stakeholders. The interviews were not only restricted to end customers who could

potentially use the service, but also property owners who desire to furnish their apartment to

rent. Moreover, Airbnb hosts were also of big interest since their apartments are meant to be

rented for short term periods, involving higher rotation. During the interviews they were asked

about their current situation and their thoughts on the furniture market, always trying to be as

objective as possible to avoid any kind of bias.

The value proposition was designed during the Design Sprint Week at HEC Paris, after 5 intense

days in which a functional and visual description were conceived. Newnest allows 25 to 40
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years old people who have not settled yet to furnish their apartments while reducing the time

spent on the process, the effort, global the cost, and without having to worry about unwanted

furniture when they do not need them anymore.

The objective of the paper is to describe the entire journey of the project and to explore future

opportunities for the startup newnest. A business model will be presented as well as the

different acquisition channels to obtain a recurring revenue.

The information is distributed as follows. In chapter 2, the early stage of newnest is described.

Starting from the user’s needs and dissatisfactions, the paper will cover the different steps in

determining the target segment as well as the design of the product, linked with the value

proposition. Insights of the branding and the development of a landing page will be described.

The business model and the revenue generation is detailed in chapter 3. Two different models

were considered, one considering the purchase of the furniture by newnest, becoming the

owners at all times, and another considering a partnership with furniture retailers. Benefits

and drawbacks of both models are presented as well as the chosen model.
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Chapter 2

Newnest, a furniture and appliances
subscription service

In the previous years, the concept of subscription models and circular economy have become

more and more common in people’s lives. These two concepts have gained traction in society

and will be crucial in the upcoming years defining the economical ecosystem. In this context

we came up with the idea of newnest a new furniture and appliances model that leverages

these two concepts.

This chapter will go through the multiple steps that enabled to go from a simple idea to a

startup.

2.1 User’s needs and dissatisfactions

The first step in creating a startup is understanding your user.

It is important to note here the difference between customer and user. The customer pays for

your solution while the user consumes or uses it. In many cases the customer and user are

the same person (e.g., for a clothes retailer, the person buying the clothes will also use them).

However, in some cases the customer may be an intermediary between you and the user (e.g.

a food producer will sell its products to a supermarket who will then sell it to the end user).

Knowing who are your customers and users is a key part of this process.

The user will be the person using your solution, either a service or a product, and, consequently

will determine the success of it. We must understand his needs and dissatisfactions to offer

him a suitable solution that he will want to use.

A way of having a first understanding of your user’s situation is by formulation the following

sentence: "Every time something happens..." (trigger) "... I have to do this..." (specific activity).
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Chapter 2. Newnest, a furniture and appliances subscription service

Figure 2.1: User’s current solutions and dissatisfactions in several markets

"I am currently using this solution..." (current solution) "... because of this" (reasons). "But I am

disappointed with this" (strong tension).

In Figure 2.1 several examples using this sentence are provided for different markets and the

corresponding startup that addresses the user’s situation.

Doing the same exercise for our furniture and appliances market gives the following: Every

time I change apartment I need to worry about furnishing it and emptying the old apartment. I

currently go to IKEA or other retail stores because they are cheap. However, I waste a lot of time

going to the stores and waiting for it to be delivered. The furniture has a low quality and I don’t

know what to do with the furniture I had on my previous apartment.

Let’s rewrite this sentence into simple bullet points to have a more clear idea.

• Trigger: Change of apartment

• Activity: Moving and furnishing

• Current solution: Retail stores

• Reasons: Cheap price

• Strong tension: Waste of time, bad quality, not knowing what to do with old items

At this point we have a preliminary idea of what the user’s situation is. What he is trying

to achieve, what solution is he using and why is he using it, and the pain points he has to

face. The goal for newnest will be to answer to the user’s needs while solving or reducing his

dissatisfactions with the current solution.

This preliminary conception about the user was founded mainly on our vision on the furniture

and appliances market and our experience in it. However, this is not enough to elaborate a

user’s profile since we might not be representative of the average user. In order to get a more

realistic conception about the user, we need to gather data about him. The best way to do that

is to interview potential users. In the following sections we will study our target segment and
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2.2. Target segment

explain the interviewing process as well as the results obtained.

2.2 Target segment

Before starting to interview random people and getting information that might not have been

valuable for us, it was key to define our target segment. That is the population segment we

want to target with our solution. This is important to define since as an early stage startup it

will not be possible to serve the entire population as the amount of resources is limited.

In our case we are talking about people changing furniture and appliances, getting rid of old

items to get new ones. The most common trigger for this is changing apartments. Consequently,

it makes sense for us to target people who are more likely to change apartment and to do

so multiple times. As a first estimation we concluded that these people range from 25 to 40

years old. The lower threshold of 25 years old defines the point where most people finish their

studies and start a professional career. At this point they are likely to move from their parents’

house and get their own. The upper 40 years old threshold answers to the need for people to

settle. At this point of life people are likely to have formed a family and to want to settle.

Another indicator of people being predisposed to use a furniture and appliances service is

those individuals who are actually renting an apartment instead of owning it. This is due to the

fact that renting is often a a short-term living solution. People renting are more likely to change

apartment than people who own their household. Consequently, they are less inclined to

commit to buying furniture because of the pains it implies and might be willing to try different

solutions.

This rental ratio varies a considerably from one country to another, between cities and age.

Since the initial geographical market for newnest is Barcelona, we are interested in finding

the rental ratio for the city of Barcelona. Unfortunately this data was not available, we had to

estimate it ourselves. We conducted a preliminary study to estimate it. This study is based on

data from the Instituto Nacional de Estadística [13], [14] and the Departament d’Estadística i

Difusió de Dades [15]. The rental percentage in Barcelona is estimated starting from the overall

rental percentage in Spain and applying several demographic factors. The results are presented

in Table 2.1.

We estimated that 54% of the population in Barcelona between 25 and 40 years old is renting

their apartment instead of owning it, representing a total number of 660k people. This is

considerably higher than the 35% average in Spain which indicates us that big cities such as

Barcelona are the key markets to start this business. Not only is there a higher number of

potential users but they are also more inclined to use a subscription model for furniture and

appliances.

Moreover, the choice of this segment also makes sense from a point of view of age. In compari-

son to older generations, people from 25 to 40 years old have grown in the world of the internet
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Chapter 2. Newnest, a furniture and appliances subscription service

in M people 25 - 29 yo 30 - 34 yo 35 - 39 yo Total

Population in Spain 2.57 2.86 3.49 8.92
Rental % in Spain 53% 35% 22% 35%

Renting population in Spain 1.37 1.00 0.78 3.15

Rental factor BCN vs Spain 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50

Factorised rental population in Spain 2.05 1.50 1.17 4.73

Population in BCN 0.37 0.41 0.45 1.22
Factor of population BCN vs Spain 0.14 0.14 0.13 0.14

Total target population 0.29 0.21 0.15 0.66
Rental % in Barcelona 80% 53% 33% 54%

Table 2.1: Estimation of rental ratio in the target segment

and are more likely to embrace online retail options such as our furniture and appliances

subscription model. It is not realistic to believe that lots of people in their sixties will start

shopping for furniture online.

To sum up, we want to target people changing apartments. These people are the ones more

likely to need new furniture, especially if they move to an unfurnished apartment. Our solution

will make this furnishing process a more comfortable process. They are people living in

Barcelona between 25 and 40 years old. The choice of these age thresholds is supported by

three arguments. Firstly, between these ages people are more likely to move apartments;

secondly, more than half of them are renting their apartments and, lastly, younger generations

are more inclined to using online services and purchasing online.

2.3 Potential users’ interviews

The goal of the interviewing process was to gather information about potential users in order

to have a realistic idea of what the user needs and what his dissatisfactions are. As stated in the

previous section, this interview process targeted people between 25 and 40 years old.

The main challenge during this interview process was finding people who would agree to do

the interview. As we all know, answering an interview is not usually a pleasant experience

for the interviewee since you are taking his time. For this reason it was key to develop a clear

interview script that would allow us to do a full interview in around 20 minutes without tiring

the other person.

The interview script was divided into sections targetting the steps of the user’s experience:

trigger, activity, current solution, reasons and strong tensions.

1. Set up and introduction.

8



2.3. Potential users’ interviews

This is the first part of the interview and allows us to introduce it to the interviewee. It is

important here to thank the other person for helping us and giving him a first idea of

what the interview will be about so that he can better understand the following questions.

Should not take more than 1 minute.

This introductory idea should explain what our goal is: "We are working on the improve-

ment of the furnishing process of your apartment because we have identified that the

current solutions have some issues". Explain the importance of the interview: "Before

developing a product we need to know how our potential users feel about the current

solution. We are not yet pitching a product but learning from your feedback".

2. Trigger of the activity.

In this section we want to understand what triggers the user to perform the activity, in

our case furnishing their apartment, getting new furniture and appliances and/or getting

rid of old ones. We estimated 3 minutes for this section.

The simple question for this was: "Why do you buy furniture?". However, since there

are many reasons why a person might need to furnish his apartments (e.g., moving, old

furniture broke, wanted to redecorate, etc.), the questions here were adapted to each

case. The other side of the activity, what to do with unwanted items, was inquired later

in a similar way.

3. Activity process.

This part of the interview was meant to last for 5 minutes and inquire about the user

journey to understand what is the process of the user from the trigger (what made him

need furniture or appliances) to successfully complete the activity (acquiring and using

them).

This part was straight forward and we tried to get a timeline of all the steps of the process.

A sample question could be: "Can you list all the different steps that allow you to acquire

and use your furniture and appliances?"

It was important here to understand the different steps such as deciding what to buy

and how (at home vs on site), going to the physical store to check the items, paying for

delivery, etc.

4. Quality criteria.

In this section we inquire about the reasons to use the current solutions and what makes

them good. These quality criteria is what will make conversion from the current solution

to our solution difficult. Consequently, we want to understand it so that, as a startup, we

can replicate it. Being a key part of the interview we allocated 7 minutes.

The starting question for this section would be: "Could you tell me about what is par-

ticularly satisfying about the current solutions?". As this question could yield to many

different responses, the follow up questions were adapted to every case in order to dig

deeper into the perception of each interviewee of their current solution.
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5. Dissatisfactions.

This section is the opposite from the previous one, aiming to understand what they do

not like about the current solution and what could be improved. These are the points we

will try to address with our solution to reduce the dissatisfaction of the client. Being a

key part of the process we allocated 7 minutes.

We want to understand what is important for the user: "Which part of the activity process

do you care particularly about?", and which aspects they do not like and believe could be

improved: "What do you think could be improved or avoided? What worries you? What

obstacles do you face?" etc. Here we want also to know if they have any ideas on how

these pain points could be improved, because they might actually have ideas that could

be implemented in our product: "How do you think this situation could be improved?".

6. Wrap up

To conclude the interview we thanked our interviewee for his time and asked him if he

knew someone that we could interview. This allows us to get more interviews faster and

with people more predisposed to answer than a complete stranger.

2.3.1 Findings and conclusions from the interview process

In this first round of interviews we talked with over 100 potential users and got very different

answers. What followed was an interview debrief to summarize the interviews into a more

readable format in order to gather all the valuable information. From each interview we

gathered the following information:

• Customer profile (gender, age, occupation, housing solution)

• Recurring trigger

• Activity process both to acquire and dispose furniture and appliances

• Current solutions

• Quality criteria regarding current solutions

• Strong tensions and dissatisfactions

In terms of recurring trigger we found out that there was no predominant trigger making people

acquire furniture or appliances. The main triggers were moving to a partially or completely

unfurnished apartment or needing to replace a broken item, while redecorating remained as a

less important matter.

The activity process was very different depending on the person. This was due to the different

needs of each individual. People who, for instance, moved to an unfurnished apartment were

in need for a quick solution and would usually go to a big retailer (such as IKEA) were they

were guaranteed to find something suitable for them rapidly. In these cases the purchase

was mostly done at the physical store. Whereas people wanting to redecorate, with no hurry,

would spend more time online, comparing several webpages and going to several stores, to

finally buy online. The need of ordering delivery or carrying the items themselves was also
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depending on the items acquired. People would prefer taking the items with them if they were

able since that sped up the whole process and made it cheaper. It is important to note here

that the majority of people wants to go to a physical store to see their furniture before buying

it. The physical aspect was not so relevant for appliances. As for the assembly, almost every

one chose to assemble themselves the furniture but required assistance for big appliances (e.g.

refrigerator, washing machine, etc.).

On the other side of this process, what to do with the old items, most of people would take them

to their new apartment if they were moving or throw them away as waste. Some people tried

selling online the most valuable items, but almost in all cases they faced several difficulties.

This process would imply listing the items online, negotiating the price with potential buyers,

meeting with them and selling, implicating in all cases spare time that customers might not

have during moving apartment. Because of that reason, most people ended up leaving the

stuff in the old place or just throwing it away.

Current solutions were stated during the activity process. For the acquisition part these were

social platforms and online webpages for inspiration and information, both physical and

online retail stores for purchasing (very few people considered purchasing second hand items),

delivery only requested if strictly necessary, and assembly almost exclusively for appliances. In

terms of what to do with old items, if people were moving and they could be reused they would

take them to the new apartment. If there were unwanted items, the most common solution

was throwing them away, although some people tried selling them on second hand platforms.

Quality criteria highlighted by the interviewees included the online aspect, allowing them

to explore the entire catalogue online, the convenience of knowing that big retailers nor-

mally guarantee their stock, the large variety of items and the wide range of quality and price

available.

In contrast with the quality criteria were the tensions and dissatisfactions. Everyone agreed

that acquiring furniture and appliances is a long, unpleasant and inconvenient process. The

low price that was often seen as a quality criteria implied a low quality that was not satisfactory

for the users. The delivery process was often criticised as it seemed expensive and not reliable,

with a feeling that some orders would arrive late. In cases where multiple items had to be

purchased, it would amount to a huge expense and people could not afford to buy them at once.

Instead they would have to buy them progressively during several months. People moving

furniture from the old apartment to the new one found it really tiring and inconvenient. No

one liked throwing away their things as it was seen as a throwing away money. Those who tried

selling old items online found the process to be quite slow and painful, which in some cases

made them give up and dispose their items or given them away for free.
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Figure 2.2: Revenue in the Furniture and Appliances market

2.4 Market study

In the previous sections we have focused on the user, defining it, understanding its pains and

needs to determine whether we can offer him a solution. Determining that there is a need for

an alternative solution is key, and so is determining that there is a sufficiently big market to

develop our startup newnest.

2.4.1 Yearly revenue and number of customers

According to Statista [16], [17], in Spain, the yearly Revenue for the Furniture and Appliances

market in 2019 was €15,634 million and is expected to show an annual growth rate (CAGR

2020-2023) of 0.5% which will result in a market volume of €18,044 million by 2023, see Figure

2.2. These numbers are a good sign since there is a big market which is expected to grow.

Starting in a small market is never advised because it will require getting a higher market share

which means stronger competition. A decreasing market will also complicate competition and

limit the long term profitability.

Our business will be conducted entirely online, there is no plan on having a physical store

for customers. For this reason it is important to study the split between physical and online

selling channels. Figure 2.3 represents the percentage of online sales for both the Furniture

and Appliances markets.

The distribution between online and offline sales channels is in line what we uncovered from

interviews.

Going to a physical store to see, feel and experience furniture is very important to customers.
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Figure 2.3: Online sales channel percentage for the Furniture and Appliances markets

This translates into a low 7% of furniture sales done online. The explanation for this resides in

the nature of furniture. Furniture has both a functional and decoration aspect and the only

possible measure of functionality is by trying and feeling them physically. This can only be

done in a physical store. Most people will prefer trying how comfortable a sofa is before buying

it. Nonetheless, a 2-point positive trend is expected in the upcoming years, increasing the

online sales share to 9% by 2023.

For appliances the situation is more favourable for the online channel which, as of 2020,

represents a third of the total sales. The difference with furniture is that for appliances, the

decoration aspect is not so important, and functionality has other metrics (e.g for washing

machines it could be capacity, energy and water consumption) which can be easily explained

online, thus, it does not require necessarily a physical store. A positive trend for the online

channel is also expected in the Appliances market, climbing to almost half of the market by

2023, a 45%.

Combining both markets we have that in 2020 a 12.5% of the revenue comes from the online

channel and is expected to grow to 16.7% by 2023.

These figures represent the Spanish market. As we are interested in starting the business locally

in Barcelona and for a target segment of the population, we need to estimate our potential

market to have more meaningful numbers for the first years of the startup before expanding to

other cities and countries.

To obtain a first estimation of the yearly revenue for our target segment we assumed that rev-

enue distribution would be homogeneous throughout Spain and, consequently, proportional

to population. In previous calculations (see calculation in Table 2.1) we estimated that in our
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target segment, people living in Barcelona between 25 and 40 years old, there are 1.22 million

people. This translates to a yearly revenue for 2020 of €469 million. This is a safe estimation

because Barcelona has one of the highest average salaries in Spain, thus, it is safe to assume

that expenditure per capita on furniture and appliances will also be one of the highest.

To sum up, we have seen that the furniture and appliances market has growing expectations for

the upcoming years, reaching €18 billion by 2023. Online penetration is currently low, around

12.5%, but is expected to grow to 16.7% by 2023. The number of potential customers within

our target segment (i.g., people between 25 and 40 years old) was estimated to be 1.22 million.

These figures indicate a good market opportunity.

2.4.2 Competitors

The furniture and appliances market is not a new market, it has existed for quite a long time

and, thus, consists of a wide variety of competitors. These competitors differentiate themselves

not only with the products offered but also with their services and business model. In this

project we decided to divide our competition based on their sales model because that is the

main innovation we bring with newnest. We will differentiate competitors between traditional

retailers, e-commerces, marketplaces and rental services. In the following sections we study

their models to have a better understanding of our competition.

Traditional retailers

We understand as traditional retailers those whose main sales channel is offline. Originally

these retailers consisted exclusively on a physical store but, over the last years, they have started

complementing it with an online webpage and store to boost their sales and gain presence

online to acquire more customers, both online and offline. As expected, these are the biggest

competitors in the Furniture and Appliances market, recall that 87.5% of sales on these markets

are done on offline channels.

Fitting this description we find the big stores such as IKEA, Conforama, habitat, etc. The

business model for these big players is quite similar, which is based around the objective of

offering a wide range of well-designed and functional products at very low prices to make them

affordable to as many people as possible.

E-commerce

Also known as electronic or internet commerce, e-commerce refers to use of internet to buy and

sell both goods and services. Furniture and appliances are no exception to this and represent

around 12.5% of revenue generated in the furniture and appliances market. This also considers

the fraction of sales done by traditional retailers through their webpages.
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Nonetheless, we are more interested in pure online retailers or those whose revenue come

primarily from the online channels. The biggest pure e-commerce is Amazon. Kave Home is an

example of a retailer selling mostly online while also having a physical store.

For these players, the most important part of their business plan is the logistics. As they

don’t primarily sell through a physical store, or at all, their distribution network is much more

complex. Moreover, dealing with big and heavy items such as furniture, only makes it more

complex and costly. While Amazon is big enough to own its distribution network, because it is

used for a wider variety of products, most of the other players rely on third-party carriers to

take care of logistics. The cost associated to this more expensive network is compensated by

economizing on physical stores (i.g., establishment costs, employees, energy, etc.).

Marketplaces

Although a marketplace could be considered as an e-commerce, since it complies with the

previous definition, we decided to differentiate it because, differently from other e-commerces,

the goods and services sold in the platform are not owned by the marketplace but by its users.

Transactions are processed by the marketplace but fulfilled and delivered by the third parties.

Our interest in these platforms is that they are the place for buying and selling second-hand

furniture and appliances. Examples of marketplaces are Amazon, eBay, Wallapop. The business

model of these marketplaces varies from one to another but the majority rely on advertising

and freemium models.

The main difficulty for these marketplaces when it comes to furniture and appliances is, again,

logistics. Since the marketplace does not take care of the fulfilment and delivery, except for

Amazon, very few people are willing to sell or buy through these platforms, as they lack the

capabilities to do so (e.g., cannot deliver heavy furniture) or find it inconvenient.

Rental services

All the previous models are based on sales of products. Instead, as the name indicates, rental

services revolve around renting these same products for a periodic fee, usually monthly, for a

given period of time.

Rental services are well established in many markets, such as in the housing or in the automo-

tive markets, where renting is very common and has been done for a long time. In the furniture

and appliances markets this is not so common, although some niche applications exist.

The current renting solutions for furniture are mainly based around rental for events such as

conventions where they need furniture for a stand, or chairs and tables for weddings, etc. This

rentals are mostly short-term, for a couple of days, the duration of the event.

For appliances, rental usually comes with a service which includes maintenance and assistance,
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not needed for furniture. Customers of these services are often hotels, residences or buildings

where tenants share these appliances. In all these cases the appliances are not meant to be

used by a single individual.

We observed that there are almost no rental solutions for an individual, what newnest wants to

offer. Over the last years, a few startups have been appearing to fill this void. They are displayed

on Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Startups offering rental solutions in the furniture and appliances markets

SeMeubler.com is the most traditional rental model, where customers choose the items they

desire, pay monthly for as long as they want and return them at the end of their usage. This

model only makes sense for short-term customers, since with their monthly prices, after an

average of 6 months, the customer would be paying more than if he had bought the same item,

brand new. That is not the model we seek with newnest as we intend to establish longer-term

relationships with customers.

Both fernish and Lyght Living offer a rent to own model. Here customers decide the items they

want to rent and for how long they want to rent them, from 3 to 24 months. The monthly price

varies according to the rental period so that the customer will never pay more than the retail

price. This encourages customers to rent for a longer duration. Additionally, customers are

able to buy-out the furniture at the end of the rental period, paying the difference between the

retail price and what they have paid monthly. However, having to decide the rental duration

upfront might be an inconvenience for some people who are uncertain about how long they

plan on staying on their current apartment.
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Feather has a similar approach to fernish and Lyght Living but adds a subscription to their

business model. They decided to not vary their prices depending on the rental duration.

Instead, they offer discounted prices to their subscribers, thus encouraging people to subscribe

to their solution. This subscription costs 19$ per month and, besides the price reductions,

includes other perks such as free delivery and assembly, furniture changes, etc. However, the

subscription has a minimum duration of 12 months, i.e., subscribers need to rent furniture

for at least one year. Again, flexibility for customers is reduced. Buy-out is also an option

here, same principle as with the previous two startups but the monthly subscription is not

discounted from the buy-out price.

In conclusion, rental for furniture is currently focused around events such as conventions

and respond to a short-term need. For appliances the solutions revolve around providing

a service to a group of people. Solutions for individuals are starting to appear but either

lack flexibility (e.g., fernish, Feather and Lyght Living) or only offer short-term solutions (e.g.,

SeMeubler.com). With newnest we aim at reconciling flexibility and long-term in furniture and

appliances rentals.

2.5 Design of the product

At this point of the process, after having identified what it is that the user needs, as well as

his dissatisfactions, and having conducted a preliminary market study we were able to start

the design of the product for newnest. By product we do not mean the pieces of furniture and

appliances that will be offered, but the experience and service that newnest wants to offer to

its customers. In this section we will guide you through this design process.

The first step here was to have a clear idea of what newnest’s concept is. It is imperative to

define this to be able to design the final product. An iterative exercise was conducted for this,

starting with a very raw concept and refining it to what would be the ideal concept for the

startup. For the sake of simplicity, only the final iteration will be presented here. Moreover, we

decided to focus only on furniture as starting both with furniture and appliances would be too

wide a scope for an early startup and would slow down the whole process. Appliances could be

brought to the business once the furniture model is up and running.

The concept for newnest was defined as a Furniture subscription model and it was synthesised

into a tweet, under 280 characters, as follows:

Offer a painless monthly subscription model of higher quality furniture with

no commitment.

The idea of this synthesis was to have a clear and simple idea of what the primary goal of the

startup is. From this concept, a 20-second pitch was elaborated:

Newnest allows 25 to 40 years-old who have not settled yet to furnish their

apartments with stylish and high-quality furniture while reducing time
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Figure 2.5: Graphic representation of the newnest concept

spent, effort, cost, not having to worry about unwanted furniture and reduc-

ing waste.

The next step is to define how this concept would work, both for the startup and the user. It is

represented in Figure 2.5 and the most relevant steps of the process are listed below.

1. The customer checks the catalogue on the website and chooses the items he wants

2. newnest delivers and assembles the furniture

3. The user rents the items for as long as he desires, paying a monthly fee corresponding to

a fraction of the retail price

4. At the end of the rental period the user has three options

(a) Finish the subscription: newnest picks up the items

(b) Renew the subscription: he returns some items and/or orders new ones

(c) Buy-out: he buys the items

5. newnest refurbishes the returned furniture to be able to rent it again in brand new

conditions

The refurbishment is a key step in the process because it enables the adoption of the circular

economy model into the furniture business. As explained in chapter ??, implementing the

circular economy in the furniture sector requires four steps.

Firstly, a product redesign that enables and facilitates the refurbishment and recycle capabil-

ities. This is achieved by a correct choice of materials and design of the items. We want to
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avoid materials that wear off easily and prioritize durable and eco-friendly materials which

can be easily refurbished (e.g., solid wood, metals, fabrics) as well as designs that can be simply

disassembled to be refurbished or to facilitate the replacement of those parts that need it.

The second necessary step is to implement a new business model. This is our rental model

that allows users to rent furniture monthly instead of buying it. At the end of the rental period

they can buy-out the furniture.

Thirdly, the redesign of the supply chain. With Figure 2.5 we can see that the supply chain is

already more complex than the with the traditional linear model. There is also a linear flow

from the retailers to newnest and finally to the customer, but after the customer the furniture

can go back to newnest to be refurbished. It will be imperative to implement these logistics to

be able to effectively recover furniture from clients.

The last step consists on leveraging technology. Our vision for furniture is the adoption of Near-

field Communication (NFC) chips that identify each piece of furniture. Nowadays, circular

economy is still not strongly implemented in our society and we believe a step required towards

this is by informing and raising awareness in people. We intend to do so through the NFC chips

that will allow customers to track the previous usage and refurbishments of their furniture and

to be informed about the impact on waste reduction they have had by using our services.

Once this concept was defined, we focused on the users, because no matter how good a concept

is, it will be worthless if it has no users. To obtain such users, newnest must be able to offer

them an better alternative than their current solution.

We constructed several user journeys inspired by the answers from the interviews. From these

we identified the dissatisfactions that the user was facing at each step and the corresponding

solution that newnest could offer to improve the user’s experience. This was done graphically

using sticky notes to have vision over the whole journey. A digitalization of this work is

represented in Figure 2.6.

With this graphical representation of the user journey it was easy to identify the three most

important pains he was facing and for which newnest could offer a solution. These were the

following:

1. Waste of time. The process is long and tedious, people waste a lot of time going to the

stores, waiting for the deliveries, assembling the items.

2. Huge expense. Acquiring furniture or appliances can be very expensive.

3. What to do with unwanted items. When people no longer want an item, they have to

worry about how to get rid of it, either selling it, giving it away or throwing it away. All

these options are painful.

The corresponding solutions offered by newnest are the following:
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1. Entirely online process, provide delivery within a week of order placement and assembly

and installation of all items.

2. Pay a monthly fee representing a fraction of the total cost. The customer never pays

more than retail price. Offer the possibility of buy-out.

3. Our team takes care of picking up everything the user no longer wants to give it a second

life, reducing waste.

The conclusion of this design process consisted on the definition of newnest’s Unique Value

Proposition (UVP). This UVP is a clear statement describing our concept, how it answers to the

users’ needs (brings value) while differentiating from the competition (is unique). It will be a

key part on the overall marketing message because it tells potential users why they should do

business with newnest instead of other competitors. The UVP summarises all the work done

through the product design phase:

With newnest, furnish your apartment easily, with stylish and high quality

furniture, without paying a huge price upfront, wasting time going to the

stores and having to worry about your unwanted furniture while helping

reduce environmental waste.

This UVP summarizes the concept of newnest during the interaction between the company

and the user. However, it fails to describe the most important part about furniture: living with

it. Furniture can be often overlooked as the articles that make a room suitable for living or

working in, just a plain object, a part of your house; but they enclose a much more profound

meaning. Furniture is what gives our apartments its personality and, in a way, defines who we

are and who we think we are. Furniture is the key to feeling at home.

Newnest believes in a more sustainable society, which is why our furniture comes from sustain-

able sources and is meant to last. However, this does not mean having to renounce feeling at

home. The services provided by newnest allows users to adapt their furniture to every change

in their life, by easily acquiring, swapping or returning items; for those users that feel very

attached to their furniture, a buy-out option is also provided. We provide furniture that changes

with you.

2.6 Comparison between furnished and unfurnished apartments

So far in this chapter, the design of the product, the target segment, as well as the potential

market have been studied and defined. As explained, newnest aims to increase the customer

flexibility by reducing the commitment when acquiring furniture by means of a subscription

that the user can terminate at any time. Our subscription model will also allow people to

change furniture at any moment even to redecorate their apartments. Moreover, the buy-out

option is interesting for these customers that prefer to keep their items, since furniture can

have sometimes a more sentimental value than other subscription services.
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Figure 2.6: Customer journeys, dissatisfactions and potential solutions by newnest
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Another benefit worth mentioning is that the newnest solution reduces notably the upfront

payment that people need to undertake. On average, furnishing a one-bedroom apartments

costs €7,000. By opting for a subscription service, people will pay a fraction of that price every

month, without paying more as the retail prince since all the payments will go towards the

buy-out if desired (please see chapter 3 for the details on the business model and pricing).

Our target range was people between 25 and 40 years old who have not settled yet. One of the

reasons behind this range is because these people segment is most likely to be renting an apart-

ment than having their own and, thus, may change more often. However, it might reasonable

to think that some people opt for renting a furnished apartment to avoid the aforementioned

pain points such as wasting a lot of time or effort in purchasing (although as per our interviews

we learned that, even though renting a furnished apartment, almost everyone had to buy at

least one furniture item). Consequently, the rental of furnished apartments can be seen as an

alternative solution to what newnest offers, a competitor.

This fact obliged us to consider how can newnest bring value to this fraction of our segment

that would prefer renting a furnished apartment directly. To do so, we performed a study

comparing the price of both furnished and unfurnished apartments in Barcelona.

We based our statistical study in Idealista.com, the leader website in Spain for renting apart-

ments, with more than 12,700 posts only in Barcelona [24]. At this point, it was necessary to

define how to compare and acknowledge, if any, the difference in the renting price between

furnished and unfurnished apartments. According to a statistical study performed in 2014 [25],

several variables were tested to check if they were meaningful in order to vary and explain the

renting price of an apartment in Barcelona.

After testing the price as a function of different variables (such as the district, surface area,

bedrooms, number of toilets, heating and air conditioning, parking, lift, etc.), the study con-

cluded that the district and the surface area were meaningful enough to explain the price of

the apartment. In other words, one could estimate quite precisely the monthly renting price of

an apartment by knowing only the district and the surface.

Therefore, in order to expand this study for newnest and see the difference between furnished

and unfurnished apartments, it is necessary to cluster the apartments by district. Our study

took 1,000 different random apartments from Idealista.com, being 500 furnished and 500 with

no furniture at all. Then, we clustered the different apartments by 5 different districts, resulting

in two big groups (furnished - unfurnished) of 5 different populations (of 100 apartments

each). Each cluster had its corresponding pair regarding 100 furnished and 100 unfurnished

apartments.

For each flat, we collected the monthly rental price as well as the surface, allowing us to obtain

the cost per square meter (the outliers were excluded from this study, such as big apartments

with more than 200m2 or very expensive ones of more than 4,000€/month. This assumption

was not risky at all since these flats would not be either suitable for our target segment).
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With this clusters, it was possible to calculate the average price as well as the standard deviation

of the unfurnished flats per district and compare with their respective furnished cluster.

To check how good our sample was, we calculated the error that each cluster had, according to

a desired confidence level of 95%. By knowing the average, the standard deviation, the Z-value

corresponding with our confidence level, and the number of measures in a population (100),

we can obtain the error in our sample with the following formula:

Er r or = ZNC 95 · σp
n

(2.1)

After applying this check for all districts, we observed that the error in all of them was between

4% and 5%. Therefore, we can state that, with a confidence level of 95%, a sample of 100 flats

per district is meaningful enough to capture the market, showing an error of less than 5% in all

cases, which translates to a maximum error of 90 cents per square meter in our study.

Despite some small but usual differences on the price per square meter (some districts are

more expensive than others), all clusters behaved in a similar manner. The average price per

square meter of unfurnished apartments of all districts resulted in 17 €/m2 with a standard

deviation of 0.58 €/m2, while furnished apartments showed a more fluctuating behaviour, with

an average of 22 €/m2, and a standard deviation of 1.6 €/m2.

Therefore, we can conclude that, in Barcelona, renting unfurnished apartments is, on average,

23% cheaper per month than renting furnished ones.

This result shows a great potential for newnest since not only people who prefers to rent

unfurnished apartments will be interested on our service. With this statement, these people

who opt to rent furnished places to avoid going to the stores and waste their time can also

chose to rent unfurnished places and use the difference in the monthly price to use our service,

with the benefits of choosing the furniture they desire, in brand-new condition and, most likely,

of higher quality.

For example, if a customer rents a furnished apartment with a cost of €1,500 per month, a

similar place (same district and same surface area) will cost approximately €1,200 per month

with no furniture. Therefore, this customer can freely spend the difference of €300 on a monthly

subscription with newnest and chose their furniture of their taste. Since newnest brings the

items to your place, this customer will neither experience the pain points stated in previous

sections or might even save some money.

We believe this fact to be a great benefit for customers since now, profiting from the service

that provides newnest, they have a wider offer range not having to stick only to furnished

apartments.
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2.7 Branding

In the previous sections of this chapter the concept of newnest was explained in detail and

how the Unique Value Proposition was reached. The purpose of this section is to explain how

the brand identity was build, from the main concepts until a final public landing page already

available on the internet.

Strong and recognizable branding is essential for any business. It helps building customer

loyalty and longevity in the marketplace. However, it is not enough to simply create a logo and

name. Customers must feel connected to the brand and must believe in the message behind

the products.

A brand is a logo, a set of colours, a tone of voice, a story, which transforms a company into

an entity people get attached to, beyond rationality and objectivity, beyond products, offers,

promotional codes or media articles [23]. It must not be confused with advertising; brands are

any type of interaction between the company and the audiences.

2.7.1 Building a brand

Brand message

One of the first steps to build a brand is to define the brand message. We have seen in previous

chapters the value proposition that Newnest proposes, with exhaustive explanations and values.

The brand message is a selection of the key aspects of the exhaustive value proposition, giving

the specific and precise information that the audience needs to know to get convinced about

the product.

To properly identify the key aspects of the entire value proposition, it is necessary to observe

the company as a user and not as the creators. In that sense, stepping into the users shoes, the

main message that we believe newnest should give is that our offer will make furnishing your

apartment an easy process, without having to worry about the inconveniences nor the high

initial cost.

This vision is also supported by the output of the interviews performed to potential customers,

where the vast majority agreed that furnishing apartments is a tedious process. One of the

main strengths that newnest offers compared with cheap physical retailers (the current solu-

tion which most potential customers are using at the moment) is our flexibility and reduced

commitment.

Therefore, we believe that a strong brand message for newnest is “The pain-free way of furnish-

ing your apartment”, which includes the main activity of the company – furniture – as well as

our main pillar – furnishing your apartment will be pain free with us. As we will see in further

sections, the brand message will be present on the landing page.
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(a) Bright background (b) Dark background

Figure 2.7: Logo of newnest

Figure 2.8: Colour palette used in the newnest branding

Brand identity

The brand identity is composed by the name of the company, the logo, the fonts used in both

decks and landing page and finally the chosen colours. There are no specific rules; however,

basic guidelines were followed.

The name of the company has been presented in this project since the beginning as newnest,

being short, simple and containing a seed of the brand message.

At that point, a logo was created. Two different logos including the name of the company were

designed, one being grey and golden with no background, and another one combining white

and golden, with a grey background. See Figure 2.7.

The reason behind the second logo was to be able to use the company logo in dark backgrounds.

For instance, some parts of the lading page include a dark area, in which the first logo would

not be visible enough.

The colours used in the logos as well as in the different presentations are found in the palette

in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.9: Newnest deck brand presentation

The colours chosen in the brand were not randomly selected. Golden tones are associated with

luxury and, in a way, with happiness. Since in newnest we want to offer higher quality furniture,

golden was a suitable colour to be present both in the logo and in the landing page. Moreover,

it reminds a colour compatible with furniture, as wood sometimes shows these tones. The gold

colour invites people to be “more generous”, providing a concept of freedom.

On the other hand, grey tones are marked by attributes such as balance, peace, elegance and

intelligence. It is a mass colour, mechanical and metallic, very present in cities (especially in

large buildings and industry).

Finally, two different fonts were chosen to create the deck presentation and the landing page:

Source Sans Pro and Sensations and Qualities. These two fonts will be present in all material

used by the brand newnest.

As a result of the combination of the previous items related to the brand, a first vision of

a landing page was created including the colours, the brand message, the logo as well as a

background image. This image was used for deck presentations.

2.7.2 Landing page

A landing page is a website designed specifically to convert visitors into leads. It usually has

a simpler design with few links and basic information about the offer, plus a call to action to

perform the conversion.

Landing pages, in general, have far fewer elements and links than a normal website home page
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does. This is done proportionally, after getting a visitor to a landing page.

Design

In the landing page, the elements previously designed should be included (name, logo, tag

line, brand message, colour, etc.) to tell the newnest brand story to the users on the page. To

properly design our landing page, we followed general guidelines:

• Logo and brand message: The title and the brand name of a Landing Page are usually

the most viewed items on the page, at least 4 times larger than the rest of the content.

That means that these elements must transmit, in a clear and direct way, the value

proposition of the offer, so that when a visitor arrives to the page he thinks "what a good

offer, maybe it is what I need, I will read the rest of the page".

Therefore, on top of our landing page we included the logo together with following title:

“The pain-free way of furnishing your apartment”. With this message we want to keep

the user interested on our proposition.

Following the title, we included a subtitle on the landing page: “Furnish your apartment

within a week with stylish furniture for a low monthly fee. Forget about delivery and

assembly. Change, return or buy-out. Whenever you want”. The subtitle pretends to

define our value proposition in a short but meaningful sentence.

• Brand strengths: After the user is interested in our brand, we show our main strengths

according to our values. Therefore, three messages appear while scrolling down the

page:

1. “Pay monthly. Furnishing your apartment and paying upfront is very expensive.

Instead, pay monthly as you use your furniture.”

2. “No commitment. All monthly furniture payments go towards owning and you

will never pay more than retail. Change, return or buyout at any time.”

3. “Stress-free service. Get your furniture delivered and assembled within a week, for

free. Stop worrying about overprices deliveries and screwdrivers.”

These three messages represent the main strong points that newnest wants to offer with

our value proposition.

• Call to action: A call to action is a section in the landing page where you expect the user

to make certain actions within the site. For example, if your offer is an eBook, the call to

action will be something like "Download eBook", if your offer is a conversation with a

specialist it will be "Talk to a specialist".

In our case, as of today, our call to action is for a customer to subscribe to our newsletter

by providing their email. It would be too ambitious to expect that someone would already

rent furniture at that stage of the company, so our first call to action is defined, at the

bottom of our landing page, as: “Join our newsletter. Stay tuned for our latest products

and design ideas. Never miss a thing!”. This message is followed by an input box where

the user can introduce his email.

• Functionalities: Across the landing page, several functionalities appear together with

the brand strengths. These functionalities include the word “furniture” and will act as a
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link to a following page where a user can check between the different furniture items

available for rent.

As of today, since there are no active products yet, these links redirect the user to a

temporary page inviting the user to join our newsletter (previous call to action) to stay

informed about our latest news.

• How it works: the landing page includes on the bottom a section named “how it works”.

By addressing to that page, a description of how the service works is provided with the

details on the delivery and the subscription.

• Additional features: The landing page also includes an additional feature with a style

quiz. This feature will be meant to help customers to choose their style of furniture in

case they desire some help. Even though it is not developed yet, the idea behind the quiz

is to provide the customer with several consecutive questions including different images

of furniture where the user can select which style he prefers. Then, the algorithm will

learn from the answers and give a recommendation to the customers on which type of

available furniture he can subscribe to.

All the sections of the landing page were designed with the font type previously defined as well

as the chosen colour palette.

Prototype

Once the elements of the landing page were designed, 2 different prototypes were defined in

order to test the newnest landing page.

To make a first test, we designed a prototype on Figma, an interface design application that

runs in the browser that imitates any type of browser in both mobile or desktop devices. Even

this prototype is not web developed, it allows the customers to get an idea of the company

since it is very intuitive.

The link to our first prototype is the following:

https://www.figma.com/proto/p09pe9YZ14TaKy3EZwwsCQ/Prototype-V2?node-id=196%3A671&

viewport=693%2C288%2C0.04401957243680954&scaling=scale-down-width

This first prototype allowed us to collect insights and opinions from actual potential users as

well as a general feedback. Since developing a prototype on Figma is relatively fast, this was

our first option in order to gather all the possible feedback to further develop our later designs.

However, as noted before, Figma is not HTML based. Therefore, it was necessary to develop a

new prototype.

Our second prototype was performed using WIX, a cloud-based web development platform

that allows users to create HTML5 and mobile websites through the use of online drag-and-

drop tools. Wix also offers analytic tools, a fact that will be very useful in order to understand

the customer behaviour inside our website.
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After collecting the more meaningful feedback from our first prototype using Figma, a new

prototype was build in Wix. The link to our second prototype is the following:

https://newnestfurniture.wixsite.com/newnest

Please note all the design aspects previously defined.

Further steps

As of today, both prototypes are only a landing page, with the sole purpose of creating a brand

image and build awareness. Of course, there are many further steps to develop in this long

journey.

The main steps to develop in a near future would be to introduce all the different furniture

items available to rent in order for the customers to subscribe to them. These items will be

updated as soon as new partnerships are settled with furniture providers.

A second important step is to introduce an online payment method. This tool will be of much

importance since newnest roots for providing on online service. However, this fact can be done

easily by means of contracting a Redsys system or similar.

As a conclusion, the prototype of the landing page gives a clear vision on how the final website of

newnest will be, hoping that potential customers find our site attractive and remain interested

in order to drive a conversion.
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Chapter 3

Business model and revenue
generation

In previous chapter the market need and the potential value that the newnest solution would

bring to people have been detailed. Giving our customers more flexibility with less com-

mitment is our main pillar, enhancing also their offer range to unfurnished apartments as

explained earlier.

Moreover, as stated in section 2.4.1, there is an existing market and, only in our target range in

Barcelona, we find a potential market of €469 million.

In this section the business model and how we generate revenue from this market will be de-

tailed. Introducing the subscription model to the furniture market is a tricky move, where many

considerations and assumption need to be taken. For instance, setting the correct amount of

subscription fee for the different items, deciding whether to implement a membership fee or

not, or how the depreciation of the items is set will definitely influence the business model.

As explained in section 2.5, newnest will offer a monthly subscription of higher quality furniture.

The client will be able to rent the furniture as long as they wish and, when they do not need it

anymore, newnest will recover it, refurbish it and give it a second life.

One of the first decisions that newnest needed to take is whether the company should charge

their clients with a membership fee apart of monthly subscription or not, implementing a kind

of Freemium / Premium model.

The word Freemium comes from the fusion of the words ’free’ and ’premium’ and was first

defined by Fred Wilson, a capitalist artist from the US, in 2006. This model consists on offering

some products or content for free, whereas to have access to another part of the content, the

service called Premium, the user has to pay. Sometimes, this type of model includes advertising

or marketing added to such content, hoping that this sort of income will sustain the business
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along with the Premium consumers, who take some time to be convinced. Freemium as a

business model originated basically in online and software services. This would be the case of

Spotify or Acrobat, which the free version allows to read the PDF files but if the user wants to

modify or edit the PDF, then it would need a payment update.

For newnest, the freemium users would have access to the same furniture as premium ones

but at higher prices, since the premium fee would represent a membership with a minimum

permanence of some months, which would be meant to cover transport and assembling costs.

For instance, if the subscription fee for premium users is stated at depreciating the furniture

by 24 months (2 years) with a monthly membership (premium fee) of €10, the freemium would

have a monthly subscription according to a depreciation of 12 months (1 year) only. In that

case, the difference in the monthly subscription amount between Freemium / Premium users

would be notable, encouraging people to convert to Premium users.

Some competitors in the United Stated adopted this model such as Feather, which charges a

monthly membership fee of $18 to premium users. This amount lets them recover the variable

costs per user such as transport and assembly, while the non-members are paying the same

subscription fee for the items with a factor around 3.5 increase. For example, a sofa with a

retail price of $999, for an annual member would represent a monthly fee of $39 + $18 while for

non-members the price is set at $134 per month [10]. This model clearly motivates customers

to convert to premium.

On the other hand, other competitors opted for not including any membership fee and charging

only the subscription for the items their customers subscribe, such as Fernish. In this model,

the monthly fee per item is slightly higher, but there is no minimum permanence on the

membership, a fact that gives the customer more freedom.

In newnest we believe that customers should have the maximum freedom as possible and,

therefore, we considered that having an extra membership fee apart from the monthly subscrip-

tion would play against our principles. Thus, our monthly fee consists only on the furniture

subscription considering a depreciation over 20 months. We truly believe after interviewing po-

tential customers that a single monthly payment would encourage more people on subscribing

to furniture rather than paying for a membership too.

At this point two different business models were developed. At the long term, newnest will

target to produce its own furniture since the margins would be considerably higher. However,

at the beginning, the company will not have the power to do so and, therefore, will need to

find third party suppliers. One business model considers that newnest purchases the furniture

pieces from third party suppliers and becomes the owner of the furniture, recovering the items

after each customer cycle. The second business model is aimed at constructing a partnership

with retailers and rent the furniture for them. In that case, the suppliers will still be the owners

but newnest will represent a new source of revenue for them. In the further sections both

models are detailed, with their respective pros and cons.
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3.1 Business model considering purchase

The first business model studied for newnest considers the purchase of the furniture by the

company to third party suppliers. In both models, selecting good home retailers is the key

to success since the furniture style and quality will be one of our differentiation factors from

other current solutions and competitors. Moreover, since the furniture will be refurbished

and reused it empowering circular economy, a higher quality than the one offered by cheap

retailers is required.

So far newnest has contacted several home retailers such as Kavehome or Made.com to show

our interest to purchase furniture from them. The average margin that these retail stores have

on their furniture varies between 40% and 50%. For instance, in the case of Kavehome, they

source their furniture from China and after selling it in Spain they obtain a margin over Cost Of

Goods Sold (GOGS) of 40%. On the contrary, Made.com produces their own furniture allowing

them to obtain higher margins.

The price for the furniture that these retailers charge their clients varies according to the type

of customer. Since newnest would purchase several items, the margin on COGS would be

split 20% - 20% allowing our company to make profit. Therefore, in this business model we

took a 20% margin for our calculations. Of course, this number represents a safe side scenario

since this margin could be easily increased by increasing the subscription price, which will be

detailed further in this section.

This margin assumption will only be valid during the first years when newnest is obliged to

purchase. As commented above, the target for the company is to produce its own furniture

and, therefore, the margin will be notably higher.

3.1.1 Revenue per item

Newnest will not charge any membership fee apart of the subscription fee per item. Therefore,

the only revenue that we will generate will be driven by the monthly payments that customers

pay according to the items they subscribe.

The monthly fee per item will be calculated considering a depreciation over 20 months. The

usual depreciation that other retailers and competitors consider varies between 1,5 and 2 years.

However, since we will not include any membership fee and all the services related such as

transport and assembly will be included, the depreciation time was reduced from 24 to 20

months to cover part of the variable costs.

If we consider an average basket of a customer, we can estimate the average retail price that

they will be subscribing to, as detailed in Table 3.1.

The retail prices considered above are taken directly from a similar competitor’s website in

United States [11]. Consequently, in our previous example, if a customer subscribes to several
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Item Quantity Retail price ($)
Sofa 1 1,349
Bed frame 1 949
Bed table 1 200
Chair 4 360
Dining table 1 750
Total 8 3,608

Table 3.1: Average basket of a customer [11]

items from our website which amount to a retail price €3,600 (with a respective COGS of €3,000

from our partner retailers) their monthly fee will amount to €180 (€3,600 over 20).

After our interviews to potential customers we also identified that the average time a person

stays in a rented apartment is between 1 and 1,5 years. For our business model we assumed 4

different types of customer, depending on the time they stay in a flat and for how long they

need our services:

Type 1: Average subscription time of 6 months

Type 2: Average subscription time of 12 months

Type 3: Average subscription time of 18 months

Type 4: Average subscription time of 20 months

It was considered that the maximum time a customer will subscribe to an item will be its

depreciation time, since it makes no sense for them to keep paying a monthly fee when it is

fully depreciated. In that case, the customer will have paid the entire amount and can choose

to keep the item. In case someone wants to remain with the subscription to benefit from the

included services (future transport and assembly, renewal, etc), the revenue and the margin for

newnest will notably increase since the item is completely depreciated. However, this situation

has not been considered to stay on the safe side.

As explained in earlier sections, it will not be a purely rental model since all the monthly

payments will go towards the buy-out of the furniture in case any user wants to keep it.

Customers can chose at anytime to buy-out the items paying the remaining amount to reach

the retail price. In that case, newnest will obtain the 20% margin on the COGS obtaining higher

revenues. More details of such scenario will be provided in the next section.

Within the first year, it is considered that newnest will be able to acquire 5 type 1 customers, 10

type 2, 10 type 3, and 5 type 4, adding to a total of 30 clients.
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3.1.2 Variable costs

The variable costs considered in the business model are both related to each customer order

and furniture item.

First of all, newnest needs to transport and assemble the furniture. It has been considered that

a delivery needs to be performed by 2 employees which will represent a cost of €10 per hour (if

these employees were full time employees, the monthly employee expense would be €1,600

including social security, which is above the minimum salary of €1,110 in Spain). Moreover,

deliveries are considered to take up to 4 hours, so a maximum of 2 deliveries per day. Other

costs such as the van rental and fuel are detailed in Table 3.2.

Concept Amount (€)
Van Rental per day 50
Fuel and others 20
Personnel expense (2 employees) 160
Transport cost per day 230

Deliveries per day 2

Transport cost per delivery 115

Table 3.2: Average transport cost per delivery

Therefore, in our calculations a variable cost per delivery of €115 has been considered.

Another very important variable cost considered is the refurbishment cost. It has been consid-

ered that the refurbishment cost (cr ) will be a quarter part of the retail price and multiplied by

a normalizing factor of usage depending on the months, as detailed in equation 3.1, where pr

and dr are the retail price and rental duration, respectively.

cr = pr · 1

4
· dr

12
(3.1)

For instance, if the retail price of an item is €3,600 and has been used only for 6 months, the

refurbish cost will be equal to €450. This formula penalises the items that have been used more

time: with the same retail price of €3,600, an item used for 20 months will have a refurbishing

cost of €1,500.

As it is possible to observe, the refurbishing cost varies a lot between the different types of

customer. Of course, these numbers are only assumptions and might not reflect the exact

reality. It might seem that an expense of €1,500 to refurbish furniture items that have been used

only for less than two years is excessive, but since the items will be reused for future costumers

newnest prefers to consider a high amount being able to charge the full subscription cost to

further customers.
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3.1.3 Break-even

So far we have described the revenue per item and the variable costs related. In order to

calculate the break-even point, it is necessary to understand when the revenue driven by the

different types of customers will reach the amount of investment destined to purchase the

furniture from our suppliers.

To perform such calculation, we have considered a pessimist scenario where our customers do

not renew their subscriptions and return the furniture. This would represent a bad case since,

apart from losing a customer, the trip destined to the collection of the items cannot be used for

delivering new ones to the client and, thus, implying an extra trip.

With these assumptions it is possible to calculate how much revenue newnest will obtain per

cycle. If calculate the revenue for a type 1 customer (6 months subscription), we obtain, for

a retail price of €3,600, a total revenue of €1,080. The costs related to this cycle would be the

transport costs (two trips – deliver and pick up – of €115 each) and the refurbish cost to reuse

the furniture (as explained before in equation 3.1, the refurbish cost for a 6-month usage and

€3,600 retail price would amount to €450). These numbers would add up to a net revenue per

cycle of €400, meaning that, in order to cover the €3,000 investment for the furniture, 7.5 cycles

of a type 1 customer (or 3.75 years) would be necessary. Please note that this type of customer

would be the least profitable, since the longer the subscription, the higher the net revenue.

If we perform this exercise for the other types, we obtain a break-even of 2.91 years for type 2,

1.81 years for type 3, and 1.60 years for type 4.

According to our assumption that newnest will be able to acquire 30 costumers during the first

year (spread 5, 10, 10 and 5 on type 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively), by weighting the break-even

periods by the number of customers of each type we obtain an average break-even of 2.95

years to recover the investment of €90,000 on the furniture.

Figure 3.1: Average Break-even period in years

The time to reach the break-even point might seem relatively long. 2.95 years to wait to recover
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the investment might scare investors and lower the expectations of the project. However, all

the assumptions considered in this scenario are conservative. For instance, there are three

main variables that can modify notably the result.

First of all, the margin split on COGS between the supplier and newnest was 20%-20%. It

might be fair to think that the margin can be increased to 30%, as after our discussion with the

suppliers, their margin was between 40% and 50%. Secondly, the amortization time has been

considered to be 20 months. If we want to be more ambitious with the project, it is possible to

reduce the depreciation time to 19 or even 18 months.

Lastly, the refurbish price might seem quite high for some items. It is true that a sofa is one

of the most expensive items to refurbish, but the cost considered to refurbish a table can be

significantly lower. For instance, it might be reasonable to reduce the factor of 25% of the retail

price down to 20%.

If we consider these three adjustments (increasing a margin on COGS up to 30%, reducing the

depreciation time down to 18 months and reducing the refurbish costs up to 20% of the retail

price) while keeping the same client distribution, the average break-even time reduces to 1.92

years. In less than 2 years newnest would already recover the initial investment to purchase

furniture.

3.1.4 Revenue if buy-out

All the numbers presented in the previous sections consider that the clients return the furniture

after their usage. However, newnest offers the possibility to its clients to keep the furniture by

paying the retail price subtracting all the monthly payments.

In this case, any time that a customer proceeds to buy-out the items, newnest directly generates

a profit from this sell. Since the buy-out price will never be higher than the retail price, the

margin obtained by the company will be equal to the 20% margin on COGS subtracting the

variable costs per cycle. Thus, in case the buy-out is performed during the first cycle, the profit

for newnest would be €485 (€3,600 retail price - €3,000 COGS - €155 of transport), giving a final

16% margin on COGS.

The buy-out option is always profitable for the company. Thus, in case that the customer buys

the furniture in the second cycle, the margin on COGS would jump from 16% to 51%, since the

item would generate a revenue on the subscriptions during the first client usage. We believe it

will be possible to sell the items at the original retail price since after each cycle the furniture

will be refurbished to a brand new state, implying a considerable expense.
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Figure 3.2: Revenue for newnest if buy out

3.1.5 Fixed costs

Until this point any fixed cost has been considered. All the calculations on the revenue and

the time to reach break-even have been designed considering only the variable costs, which

will cover the investment for the furniture. However, some fixed cost might be necessary to

perform the daily operation.

In this business model considering the purchase of the furniture, it will be necessary for

newnest to rent a warehouse to store the furniture. Of course, at the beginning it will not be

necessary a huge one, but as soon as the number of clients raises, a warehouse to store the

furniture that is not being used at that specific moment is required. The average price of a

warehouse in the Barcelona surroundings is around €500 per month, meaning a fixed cost of

€6.000 annually.

A second fixed cost will be personnel expenses to pay the fixed employees. For the moment,

newnest has 3 employees at full time (both the founders and a developer) which will earn the

minimum salary in Spain (€13,300 per year) in order to benefit the project. These salaries

would represent a fixed cost of €39,900.

Other costs than might become fixed are the logistics costs. Right now, since we considered a

relatively low quantity of orders, it has been decided to include a daily rent for the van in order

to transport the furniture. However, in case the activity raises, it can be considered to purchase

a van becoming a fixed cost and reducing the variable cost per transport.

There are other costs that might arise during the daily operation, such as licenses, permits

or other IT costs. Because of that, we have considered a prudent sum of €10,000 to cover the

unexpected costs, considered as fixed or, at least, recurrent.
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Taking into consideration the different investments and costs related to the normal activity of

newnest, the initial investment that the company would need to start its operations within the

first year will be, rounding up, around €150,000 (€90,000 to purchase the furniture, €39,900 for

the personnel, €6,000 for the warehouse and €10,000 for extras).

3.2 Business model considering a partnership

As explained in the introduction of this section, another business model has been built con-

sidering that newnest makes a partnership with the suppliers to rent the furniture for them

instead of buying it. This option would be particularly interesting in order to highly reduce the

initial investment required to purchase the furniture, since in that case the owners will be the

retail stores at all times.

In this model, the calculations have been performed to understand which percentage of the

monthly fee should take newnest in order to cover the variable costs and how long will take for

the retail stores to cover the investment which, in that case, will be incurred by them. However,

the investment itself might not be seen directly as investing in furniture as in the previous

business model, since it can be the case that newnest helps providing a solution to those items

that the retail store was not able to sell.

Newnest will be still providing transport and assembly services, as well as the refurbishment

in order to reuse the furniture over more cycles. For the retail stores, the only cost will be the

initial cost to buy the furniture, which they have already made.

3.2.1 Break – even and revenue for newnest

The first assumption taken in this model is that, according to our conversations with Kavehome,

retail stores make a 40% margin on COGS. Following the previous example, if a customer

subscribes to items amounting to a total retail price of €3,600, the COGS for the retailers will

be around €2,571. Being consistent with our previous example, the monthly subscription fee

would be €180.

Again, the 4 different types of customers will be considered, and the 30 total clients will be

similarly spread, being 5 type 1, 10 type 2, 10 type 3 and 5 type 4. However, as we will see,

the client distribution will not make a difference for he retail stores in order to recover the

investment but will help newnest make more profit.

The revenue obtained from each cycle will be the same as in the previous case considering

the purchase of the furniture but, in that case, will go to the retailers and not to newnest, who

will take a percentage. The costs that newnest has to bear are the €115 for each transportation

as well as the refurbishment, calculated again as a 25% of the retail price and multiplied by a

normalizing factor of usage. It has been calculated that, in order for the company to cover the

costs, newnest should take a minimum of 52% of the monthly fee.
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Figure 3.3: Average Break Even period for the retail stores with conservative assumptions

Figure 3.4: Average Break Even period for the retail stores with aggressive assumptions

For the retailers, this percentage will only modify the break even period in which they will cover

the initial expense to purchase the furniture, since all the variable costs regarding transport and

refurbishment will be covered by newnest. Therefore, if we raise this percentage, the retailers

will only observe how the return on their investment is delayed but without any additional

costs. Please note that the BE period for the retailers is the same for each type of customers,

but newnest profits from longer periods. Calculations are presented in Figure 3.3.

However, with a 52% of the subscription fee newnest will only cover the variable costs per client

but will not generate any profit nor cover any fixed cost. If we assume the changes performed

in the previous business model (reducing the depreciation to 18 months and reducing the

refurbishing cost down to 20% of the retail price instead of 25%) by increasing the commission

that newnest takes per month on the subscription fee to 70%, the company will generate more

than €21,000 as detailed in Figure 3.4.
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The fixed costs related to this model might be lower than the ones considered in the previous

scenario since the warehouse will not be needed as the furniture will be owned by the retailers.

Of course these last assumptions might seem aggressive, and might not be accepted by some

retailers, but it is worth noting that in that case newnest is generating profit without any

external initial investment. In that scenario, the retailers will need another year to recover their

investment.

3.3 Comparison and decision

Both business models considered in this section offer interesting opportunities but differ

considerably between them. For newnest it will be necessary to chose between one of the

options since the main assumptions are contrary.

After analysing carefully both options, it is possible to identify the main strong points and

weaknesses of each.

The business model considering the purchase of the furniture has its main advantage on

the independence that owning the furniture generates. Since the furniture is purchased, the

company will have the entire power to decide how to use it and depreciate it. Newnest will be

also able to change the subscription fee at any time or decide whether to refurbish an item or

not according to its needs. In the case of making a partnership, it might be the case that the

retailers opt for a different pricing strategy that will not benefit the company.

Moreover, by purchasing the furniture it will be easier to convince retail stores about our

operation. At the end, retailers will benefit from selling the furniture even though it might

be at a lower margin. It will be considerably harder to onboard a retailer into a partnership

by imposing a high commission fee for newnest and recovering their investment in 2 or 3

years. Also, the main activity of retailers is to sell furniture, so making a partnership will mean

changing their business activity.

However, the main weakness of the purchasing model is that it requires a large initial cash-

out investment. In fact, the more successful newnest becomes, the more cash the company

needs to purchase more furniture. As detailed in the previous sections, under the conservative

assumptions the investment will not be recovered until he third year, a fact that might make

investors more reluctant to invest in the company. In that case, the partnership solution is

more interesting for them since with a small initial investment to cover the fixed costs newnest

will generate money without any initial expense on furniture. In case that the company is

extremely successful within the first year and acquires more than 30 customers, the initial

€150k investment will not be enough to perform the company’s operation and will need to

raise more money.

The partnership solution might be interesting for those companies that are struggling to sell

their furniture and are looking for a solution. Renting the furniture can be the change they
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need and might agree easily on the terms imposed by newnest. In that case, since the retailer

would have already paid for the furniture earlier it will not be seen as an investment for them

but as an exit solution to recover the money spent on those items. Also, in case any item needs

a specific repair, it might be easier if a partnership exists with the provider.

However, this point has a clear disadvantage for us. Newnest does not want to rent the furniture

that people do not want or that is struggling to sell; the company wants to be seen as a company

that rents trending high quality furniture which people are actually looking for.

Bearing in mind all the advantages and drawbacks of both business models, it was decided

to proceed with the purchase consideration. Also, by purchasing the furniture, starting the

operation will be faster than agreeing a partnership with different stakeholders, which might

need a time to consider our offer and conditions.

Moreover, after the 3 year break-even period, newnest’s profits will increase exponentially since

all the revenue will not be meant to recover the investment anymore.
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Conclusions and further steps

This thesis comes with the realisation of the HEC Startup Launchpad, a program in which we

were enabled to define and create a startup from scratch. Our startup, which we called newnest

studies the feasibility of a subscription model based around furniture and appliances.

Over the last years, the concept of subscription model in business has gained significant

traction. A model that was practically exclusive to newspapers and magazines can now be

found in multiple sectors, from software to cars. This trend is still positive, with new markets

diving into this model every year. A couple of startups started on the furniture sector a couple

of years ago.

The most important thing to understand about subscription models is that they eliminate

ownership; the user no longer owns the product, instead he pays periodically to use it. For this

reason, the key to make a successful subscription model is to be able to make your user no

longer want to own the product. The two main drivers for this are price and provided services.

On one hand, customers will always prefer a more economical option or one that allows them

to pay periodically, especially for the most expensive items. On the other hand, an additional

service may also help switch customers to a subscription model, by providing them with a

feature they did not have before and that enhances their experience, like streaming platforms

for music or movies do.

We found out that giving up on ownership of furniture and appliances is a challenge for the

majority of the population. This resides on the nature itself of these items, which not only

have a functional use but also define the concept of home. Not owning these items presents a

challenge as users feel afraid of no longer belonging at their homes. Therefore, dealing with

this ownership aspect, intrinsic to a subscription model, was the most complicated part when

defining the concept for the startup.

As mentioned above, the two main drivers for users to accept the subscription model against

traditional ownership are price and service. We implemented a strategy to tackle both.
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In terms of price, the objective was to make sure the customer never pays more than if he were

to buy the same items. For that we implemented a pricing model in which the customer would

pay a fraction of the total price every month with the option to opt out or buy-out at any time.

Moreover, furnishing an apartment can be very expensive and not everyone can afford to do

a unique payment upfront; with monthly fees we ensure that a wider pool of customers can

afford our products. No additional fees were included as we believe they push customers back

and can be easily included in the furniture price.

After interviewing our potential users, we identified that furnishing an apartment is a tedious

and painful process in terms of time and effort spent going to the stores, transporting and

assembling furniture and disposing it. Our solution aimed at offering a service that would

ease this process by providing reliable delivery, assembly and pick up, at no additional cost.

Additionally, we believe that flexibility was key to attracting users. For that we do not make

customers choose the length of their subscription in advance nor adjust the price according to

the rental duration.

To further encourage users to switch to our subscription model, we decided to leverage the

circular economy. This model aims at readdressing the current consumer trends towards a

more sustainable solution and, in the furniture sector, implies a break from the lately fast

furniture trend. The subscription model is the perfect opportunity for these since it allows

the cyclical use and refurbishment of furniture, from one user to another. Environmentally

sensible users will appreciate a solution that help reduce furniture waste considerably.

All this can be summarised with the Unique Value Proposition, which describes newnest’s

concept, how it answers to the users’ needs while differentiating from competition.

With newnest, furnish your apartment easily, with stylish and high quality

furniture, without paying a huge price upfront, wasting time going to the

stores and having to worry about your unwanted furniture while helping

reduce environmental waste.

Evidently, all these measures aimed at attracting customers had a negative effect on the

profitability on the startup. However, by sacrificing this short-term profitability we will be able

to create a considerable customer pool that will ensure rapid growth over the first years. Two

scenarios were considered for the business plan. One where newnest purchased the furniture

from retailers, and a second where we develop a partnership with the retailers to work as an

additional sales channel. The first one was considered to be more suitable for the model we

want to build. Based on these assumptions, we estimated to break even after 3 years with an

initial investment of €150,000.

Acquiring the first customers is a key moment for any startup and one of the hardest steps after

the launch. A relevant customer acquisition strategy must be implemented as it is foolish to

believe that customers will come on their own. From the multiple existing channels, Social &

Display ads seemed to be the most effective for newnest. An initial monthly budget of €100
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with online retargeting should yield around 60 monthly subscriptions to the newsletter. These

first subscribers will then be targeted to become the first newnest customers.

At the time of writing, May 2020, we find ourselves in quite un unprecedented situation with

the COVID-19 pandemic and the subsequent global economic crisis. The economic future is

uncertain and so is the future for most of early stage startups. In this context we evaluate our

work for the last 6 months and discuss what could be the next steps to follow in these uncertain

times.

When this project was started, back in December 2019, COVID-19 did not even have a name

and no one could have predicted the escalation of events that it would generate. With millions

of jobs lost across the world, the average revenue per capita is expected to decline significantly

and, thus, market expenditure will also decrease. In the case of the furniture market we can

expect this impact to be very relevant as furniture are not first necessity items. Moreover,

lets recall that over 93% of furniture sales are conducted via physical channels which are still

closed in some countries and will need to adapt new measures and procedures to ensure the

customers’ safety. In a way this is also an opportunity for online businesses like newnest since

customers are starting to switch to online shopping.

Another positive aspect of the worldwide lock downs is a spike in internet traffic. People are,

more than ever, browsing the internet, and this can be capitalized to increase the number

of visits to newnest’s landing page. Online advertising follows the rules of offer and demand

and, consequently, as there is an increased offer for ad placements, prices have dropped.

Consequently, with the same budget it is possible to get an increased number of impressions

and views. Nonetheless, we should expect these views to be less relevant, as furniture may

not be a top priority for most of the population in the present times. For a startup that has yet

to acquire its first customers, such as newnest, this can be an opportunity since the current

objective is not to generate sales but to acquire prospects and create brand awareness. An

awareness or consideration campaign could be a powerful tool to position newnest at the head

of competition once the situation improves and the furniture market reactivates.

Another interesting point of discussion revolves around working from home. Before the virus

outbreak, working from home was seen as a perk and only done occasionally in the vast

majority of companies. In the current exceptional situations, it has become an every-day

reality for a big segment of the population. This presents a problem for those employees

who do not have a professionally equipped space at their house which makes working less

comfortable than at their normal offices. Most of companies will return to normality when all

this ends, but it will take some time and, certainly, remote-work will become more common

amongst employees. For instance, Twitter recently announced a permanent work from home

option to all its employees. Home office solutions may become a need for many people which

could be answered with a subscription model similar to newnest’s.

The work presented in this thesis tries to summarise a 6-month process in the most accurate

way possible, starting from a simple idea and building up a startup concept and launch plan.
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However, it focuses mainly on the final startup and leaves behind many intermediate steps,

trials and errors that do not fit within the limits of this document. However, it is important to

acknowledge all these moments as they played a key role in developing newnest idea. We refer

to hours spent searching for data and information online, talking to people, uncountable calls,

mentoring and brainstorming sessions, discussions, pitch rehearsals, pitching in front of juries

and venture capitals, content creation... This would be but a blank document without all these

moments.
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